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ABSTRACT
Gesture elicitation studies are commonly used for designing novel
gesture-based interfaces. There is a rich methodology literature on
metrics and analysis methods that helps researchers understand
and characterize data arising from such studies. However, deriving
concrete gesture vocabularies from this data, which is often the ulti-
mate goal, remains largely based on heuristics and ad hoc methods.
In this paper, we treat the problem of deriving a gesture vocabulary
from gesture elicitation data as a computational optimization prob-
lem.We show how to formalize it as an optimal assignment problem
and discuss how to express objective functions and custom design
constraints through integer programs. In addition, we introduce a
set of tools for assessing the uncertainty of optimization outcomes
due to random sampling, and for supporting researchers’ decisions
on when to stop collecting data from a gesture elicitation study. We
evaluate our methods on a large number of simulated studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem of interaction design is how to effectively
map computer actions to user input. This problem is especially
interesting in the context of gesture-based user interfaces where
input can combine multiple modalities and take a variety of differ-
ent shapes. When designing gestural input, the range of legitimate
mappings can be extremely large. A method for dealing with this
problem is to look for intuitive mappings that naturally emerge.
Gesture elicitation studies [45, 46] are commonly used for this pur-
pose. By asking users to perform their own gestures to activate a
set of computerized actions (or commands), the method aims to
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derive mappings of high guessability [45], that is, users can guess
which gestures trigger each action without prior learning.

Gesture elicitation studies have been extremely popular in HCI
research. Villarreal-Narvaez et al. [41] identify 216 gesture elici-
tation studies published between 2009 and 2019 covering a wide
range of interactive applications. However, although Wobbrock et
al. [45] present gesture elicitation as a guessability maximization
problem, gesture elicitation is most often viewed as an informal
design approach that combines a mix of design criteria and ad hoc
analysis strategies. Interestingly, the original guessability maximiza-
tion heuristic of Wobbrock et al. [45] remains intact until today,
despite the fact that it is not optimal (as we show in this paper)
and cannot deal with custom design constraints, such as allowing
selected gestures to be grouped together. An additional limitation of
existing research on gesture elicitation is the absence of statistical
tools that could help assess how many participants are sufficient for
a gesture elicitation study. Villarreal-Narvaez et al. [41] report that
the most frequent choice is 20 participants. The authors attribute
this choice to the example of the well-cited study by Wobbrock
et al. [46]. However, this number is not based on any statistical
model or evidence. Would results be the same or at least similar if a
new sample of users was used? Unfortunately, statistical tools that
determine the sample size of traditional HCI experiments [13] or
assess the uncertainty or robustness [11] of their outcomes are not
relevant to gesture elicitation studies.

We present solutions to the above problems. We return to the
roots of the original guessability maximization approach of Wob-
brock et al. [45] but revitalize it with a fresh optimization frame-
work that replaces their heuristic, accommodates custom design
constraints, and provides tools for assessing the stability and con-
vergence of optimal solutions as the sample size increases. As with
sequential analysis [42], we do not require researchers to fix the
sample size in advance. Depending on the evolution of guessability
error metrics, the researchers may decide to cease data collection.
We base our approach on well-studied methods borrowed from
the fields of operations research, machine learning, and statistics,
namely combinatorial optimization [27, 28], cross-validation [8],
learning curves [25], and bootstrap methods [12]. In summary, we
make the following key contributions:1

(1) We frame gesture elicitation as a combinatorial assignment
problem. We explain how its common formulation, where
each computer action (referent) is assigned to a different
unique gesture class (sign), can be optimally solved by the
Hungarian algorithm [21]. We demonstrate that the heuristic
ofWobbrock et al. [45] is not optimal. However, we also show
that it generally approximates well the optimal solution.

1Code, case studies, and other materials are available at: https://gelicopt.github.io
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(2) We investigate how to support custom design constraints
that allow for arbitrary groupings of gestures by expressing
the optimization problem as an integer program [27]. We
describe an algorithm of constraint aggregation [31] that
helps solve practical instances of the optimization problem
within a reasonable time.

(3) We formulate gesture elicitation as a machine learning prob-
lem, where participants’ data are used to train an optimal
vocabulary of gestures. We then use cross-validation [8]
and a learning-curve sampling method [23] to observe the
evolution of guessability error as the sample size increases
and further assess whether the number of participants is
sufficiently large.

(4) We introduce a bootstrap method [12] for assessing the un-
certainty of the optimal mappings produced by a gesture
elicitation study. Our method enables researchers to test
the robustness of the optimization outcome and communi-
cate its variability. We experimentally demonstrate the good
behavior of the method for the Hungarian algorithm.

To evaluate our methods, we develop a computational approach that
enables us to generate large amounts of synthetic gesture elicitation
data. But in addition, we demonstrate our approach with real data.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work builds upon two main areas of HCI research: gesture
elicitation and computational interaction.
Gesture Elicitation. Gesture elicitation studies became extremely
popular [41] following the study by Wobbrock et al. [46] on sur-
face gestures. In a gesture elicitation study, participants are shown
a set of referents (commands or effects of actions) and are asked
to propose gestures that effect these referents [46]. However, the
key concepts of gesture elicitation were introduced four years ear-
lier by Wobbrock et al. [45]. This work presents the method as a
guessability maximization problem and defines guessability as:

"That quality of symbols which allows a user to access
intended referents via those symbols despite a lack of
knowledge of those symbols" [45]

where the term symbol (or sign [46]) refers to an identifier of a
gesture or a groups of gestures. Wobbrock et al. [45] also describe
a heuristic solution to the optimization problem that eliminates
conflicts, i.e., assignments of the same symbol to multiple refer-
ents. Although this original version of the method has not changed
since, HCI researchers often use their own mix of criteria to resolve
conflicts, group gestures together, and produce a final gesture vo-
cabulary. For example, Chan et al. [7] grouped the observed finger
micro-gestures into larger categories but then "looked at each in-
stance of the consensus gesture for each referent." Rusnák et al. [33]
report that they "took inspiration from the data, while also paying
particular attention to the coherence of the proposed interactions" to
deal with conflicts. Dingler et al. [10] describe their own ad hoc
strategy to ensure consistency across different devices. Unfortu-
nately, such approaches are difficult to replicate, inflate the risk
of research bias [38], and can result in poor generalization due to
overfitting. Our goal is to integrate custom design constraints into
the optimization problem itself, detaching them from the analysis
of the actual data.

Wobbrock et al. [45] set guessability as the target optimization
measure. However, guessability scores are rarely (or never) reported
in papers, and as Villarreal-Narvaez et al. [41] report, agreement
measures [38, 40, 45] have largely dominated the analysis of gesture
elicitation data. Although we draw inspiration from Tsandilas’ [38]
computational modeling approach, we focus instead on the original
guessability measure, as we view agreement statistics as a com-
plementary analysis method that does not target optimization. We
discuss this issue in more depth in Section 7. The HCI literature
has introduced additional usability measures, such as "endurance"
metrics for characterizing fatigue [18, 32]. For the sake of simplicity,
we do not address them here but defer their study to future work.
Computational Interaction. Our work belongs to the broad area
of computational interaction, whose goal is to use “algorithms and
mathematical models to explain and enhance [human-computer]
interaction” [4], often with the intent of developing tools to assist
interaction designers. Computational interaction has a long history,
but has recently received increased attention partly due to the
complexification of user interfaces and the availability of powerful
computational methods [4].

Much of computational interaction involves the use of combinato-
rial optimization methods to help design interfaces that are optimal
according to some criteria [27, 28]. Many contributions in this area
involve solving layout problems, such as finding optimal keyboard
layouts, GUI widget layouts, or menu layouts [2, 5, 28]. These prob-
lems can often be formulated as assignment problems, which is a
common class of optimization problem that often arises in HCI and
makes up much work in computational interaction [27, 28].

In this article, we formulate the problem of finding an optimal
gesture set in elicitation studies also as an assignment problem,
where the goal is to find an optimal mapping between gestures and
referents. Despite the wealth of work in both gesture elicitation
and computational interaction, we are not aware of any past work
that explicitly connects the two areas by formulating the problem
of finding optimal gesture sets as an assignment problem.

One of the most related contributions is the work from Sridhar
et al. [37], who introduced an algorithm for finding optimal in-air
multi-finger gestures according to four usability metrics: perfor-
mance, anatomical comfort, learnability and mnemonics. Although
the broad notion of learnability relates to gesture guessability (our
metric of interest), their work differs from ours in several respects.
As we optimize for a single metric (guessability), our procedure is
simpler [26]. At the same time, our work is more general because
it does not focus on a specific class of gestures (in-air multi-finger
gestures for Sridhar et al. [37]). In addition, our objective function
is strongly empirical (based on data directly provided by users),
while the approach by Sridhar et al. [37] is primarily theoretical
(based on theories of motor learning). Clearly, the two approaches
are complementary and can be combined in future work.

Our work also relates to decision-theoretic optimization in HCI, an
early body of work in the area of computational interaction whose
goal was to “minimize the expected cost of a user’s interactions or
(equivalently) to maximize the user’s expected utility” [16]. Since our
method maximizes the probability of guessing the correct gesture,
it can be seen as using decision-theoretic optimization. However,
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we are not aware of any contribution in this stream of work that
addresses the problem of finding optimal gesture sets.

Our contribution can be seen as addressing a simpler compu-
tational interaction problem in comparison to much of previous
work in this area, but the clarifications and solutions it offers can
potentially have a large impact due to gesture elicitation studies be-
ing extremely numerous in HCI. In addition, our work also tackles
difficult related questions, such as how to optimize for a population
based on data from a sample, an issue we have not seen discussed
in previous work in computational interaction. In distinction to
stochastic optimization approaches [34] that aim to find an optimal
solution under uncertainty, our goal is to quantify the uncertainty
of the optimal solution based on a sample, and further help in-
vestigators determine the size of the sample. To this end, we use
well-established machine learning and statistical tools that can be
easily mastered by novices.

3 BASE TERMINOLOGY
The goal of the gesture elicitation method is to design intuitive,
self-discoverable gestural vocabularies for a target population of
users, e.g., novice users of tablets or young gamers. The participants
of a gesture elicitation study are generally assumed to be randomly
sampled from the target population, thus they are representative of
this population. Wobbrock et al. [46], Tsandilas [38], and Villarreal-
Narvaez et al. [41] provide an in-depth analysis of the gesture
elicitation methodology and its terminology. The purpose of the
following definitions is to make this terminology coherent with
our analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the key terms of our analysis for a
hypothetical study with six participants and two referents.
Gesture description: The digital and/or analog recording of a ges-
ture performed by a participant of a gesture elicitation study (based
on Tsandilas [38]).
Gesture dataset: The dataset that consists of all gesture descriptions
collected in a gesture elicitation study, where each gesture description
is associated with a participant and a referent. In some gesture elici-
tation studies [19, 24], participants are required or encouraged to
propose multiple gestures per referent. In this paper, we simplify
our analysis by assuming that each participant proposes a single
gesture per referent.
Sign: A label or symbol that identifies a type of gesture. More gener-
ally, it can be thought of as a class (or category) of "equal" or "similar"
gestures [38, 46]. Wobbrock et al. [45] and Villarreal-Narvaez et
al. [41] refer to signs as symbols.
Gesture classification process: A process that takes as input a ges-
ture description and outputs a sign. Although it can be implemented
as a computer algorithm (e.g., as a regular classifier), for most ges-
ture elicitation studies, it is a manual process [38], where human
coders (e.g., the investigators) classify the gesture descriptions of
a gesture dataset into signs. Coders often use human-readable in-
structions in the form of a code book to complete this task. Thus,
a gesture classification process may not be deterministic, i.e., for
the same input it may not always output the same sign. Never-
theless, for our analysis, we will make the assumption that it is
deterministic and can be expressed as a function that associates
gesture descriptions to signs.

Sign set ParticipantsReferent set

Sign matrix Sign contingency table

Sign mapping set

Sign mapper

Figure 1: A hypothetical gesture elicitation study, where six
participants perform gestures for two referents. In this ex-
ample, the participants’ gesture descriptions have been clas-
sified into four distinct signs: 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 .

Sign set: The set of unique signs produced when applying a gesture
classification process to a gesture dataset.
Sign matrix: A matrix containing the sign of each participant’s
gesture for each referent. It derives by applying a gesture classification
process to a gesture dataset. If 𝑛 is the number of participants and𝑚
is the number of referents, the size of the sign matrix is 𝑛 ×𝑚. See
example on Figure 1.
Sign contingency table: A summary table that captures the fre-
quency distribution of signs across referents. If 𝑞 is the number of
signs (i.e., the size of the sign set) and𝑚 is the number of referents,
then the size of the table is 𝑞 ×𝑚.
Sign mapping: A relationship 𝜎 → 𝑟 that associates a sign 𝜎 with a
referent 𝑟 .We focus on one-to-one and many-to-one (i.e., functional)
mappings between signs and referents, but we also discuss the case
where a sign can be associated with more than one referents. When
multiple signs 𝜎1, ..., 𝜎^ are mapped to the same referent 𝑟 , we will
use the more compact notation {𝜎1, ..., 𝜎^ } → 𝑟 .
Sign mapping set: A set of mappings between signs in a sign set
and the referents in a referent set. It is usually the final outcome of a
gesture elicitation study. It is also known as the user-defined gesture
set [46] or the consensus gesture set [41]. This is the entity that we
are optimizing in this article.
Sign mapper: A deterministic algorithm that produces a sign map-
ping set based on the results of a gesture elicitation study. In the
simplest case, the only input of sign mapper is a sign matrix or a
sign contingency table. In the more general case, a sign mapper
can take as input additional information, such as constraints on the
way signs can be mapped to referents.

4 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
We express gesture elicitation as a design optimization problem,
where our goal is to find a set of optimal sign mappings that satisfy
some design constraints. We make the assumption that the gesture
classification process is defined before the analysis starts. This
assumption is fundamental because it ensures that the classification
process is independent of the dataset and will remain the same,
irrespective of the given sample. Given this assumption, we can
apply the gesture classification process on a gesture elicitation
dataset and produce a set of signs. We now have to answer the
following question. What is the optimal way of mapping these
signs to the referents?
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4.1 Formalizing the Problem
The signmapping set 𝜋 = {𝑎 → 𝑟1, 𝑐 → 𝑟2} in Figure 1 is consistent
with 58.3% (7 out of 12) of all proposals. If we constrain our design
solution so that no more than one sign is mapped to each referent,
then no other solution gives a better score. More generally, the
optimization problem consists of: (i) a set of design constraints and
(ii) an objective function. Our goal is to find a sign mapper (see
Section 3) that optimizes the objective function while respecting
all design constraints. We can then apply the sign mapper to the
sign matrix to produce optimal sign mappings.

4.1.1 Notation. Let 𝑅 denote a referent set, 𝑆 denote an elicited
sign set, and 𝜋 denote a sign mapping set. If 𝜎𝑘 is a sign in 𝑆 , then
𝜋 (𝜎𝑘 ) is the set of referents to which 𝜎𝑘 is mapped. Also, if 𝑟𝑖 is a
referent in 𝑅, then 𝜋−1 (𝑟𝑖 ) is the set of signs mapped to this referent.
For the sign mapping set in Figure 1, we have that 𝜋 (𝑎) = {𝑟1},
𝜋 (𝑏) = ∅, and 𝜋−1 (𝑟2) = {𝑐}.

4.1.2 Design Constraints. We express design constrains as con-
straints on the mappings between signs and referents. A common
approach is to allow for no more than one mapping per sign [45, 46],
or more formally: |𝜋 (𝜎𝑘 ) | ≤ 1,∀𝜎𝑘 ∈ 𝑆 . This constraint ensures
that a gesture can trigger a unique system command. However, we
may instead assume that the final user interface uses additional
modalities to infer the right command. So we may prefer to not
enforce the above constraint. It is also possible to map multiple
signs to the same referent. For example, an interaction designer may
decide that a "short press" and a "long press" could both trigger the
same action. Since only few sign combinations may make sense for
a given design problem, we should be able to set custom constraints
on which signs can be grouped together.

4.1.3 Objective Function. An objective function is a scalar value
that defines the optimization objective. An optimal solution maxi-
mizes (or minimizes) this value. In the context of gesture elicitation,
the best-known objective function is guessability. We rewrite its
mathematical definition by Wobbrock et al. [45] as follows:

𝐺 (𝜋) = 1

𝑚

𝑚∑
𝑖=1

𝑛𝜋𝑖

𝑛𝑖
(1)

where 𝜋 is a sign mapping set, 𝑚 is the number of referents in
𝑅, 𝑛𝑖 is the number of participants who performed a gesture for
the 𝑖𝑡ℎ referent, and 𝑛𝜋𝑖 is the number of participants whose ges-
ture sign for this referent belongs to 𝜋 . If all participants perform
gestures for all the referents, 𝑛𝑖 is equal to the total number of
participants 𝑛. 𝐺 (𝜋) can be viewed as the probability that the sign
of a gesture performed by a random user for a random referent 𝑟𝑖
belongs to 𝜋−1 (𝑟𝑖 ). An optimal sign mapping set 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 is the one
that maximizes this probability.

4.1.4 Sign Mapper. We first consider the common case where each
referent is mapped to exactly one sign. If the same sign can be
mapped to more than one referent, a trivial optimal solution is
to take the most frequent sign, i.e., the mode, for each individual
referent. We will call this sign mapper the mode mapper. It does
not deal with conflicts (i.e., the same gesture can trigger multiple
commands) but we use it as reference for our analyses.

Heuristic (Wobbrock et al., 2005) Optimal
Sign Mappings

Referents

Si
gn
s

Figure 2: An example for which the heuristic ofWobbrock
et al. [45] fails to deduce the optimal mappings. The sign
contingency table summarizes the results of a hypothetical
gesture elicitation study where 20 participants perform ges-
tures for two referents. Its values represent sign frequencies
for each referent. For the two sign-mapping solutions, we
also report their percent guessability scores.

For the more useful scenario where each referent is mapped to
a single and unique sign, Wobbrock et al. [45] describe a heuristic
that aims to maximize guessability. Wobbrock et al. [46], who use
it for the analysis of their gesture dataset, summarize it as follows:

"The user-defined gesture set was developed by taking
the largest groups of identical gestures for each referent
and assigning those groups’ gestures to the referent.
However, where the same gesture was used to perform
different commands, a conflict occurred because one
gesture cannot result in different outcomes. To resolve
this, the referent with the largest group won the gesture."

Unfortunately, this heuristic does not guarantee an optimal solution.
Figure 2 demonstrates a situation for which it fails to infer optimal
mappings. We observe that picking the "largest groups of identical
gestures for each referent" [46] (i.e., the most frequent sign for each
referent) is not necessarily the best strategy.

The problem becomes more challenging if we allow for custom
constraints, such as multiple signs per referent. For example, if
we allow 𝑎 and 𝑏 in Figure 2 to be grouped together, the optimal
solution is to map both signs to 𝑟1 such that {𝑎, 𝑏} → 𝑟1 and 𝑐 → 𝑟2.
In this case, the guessability score is 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) = 52.5%.

We next present solutions to both instances of the problem.

4.2 Basic Assignment Problem
Mapping signs to referents can been seen as an instance of the
assignment problem [6], a fundamental combinatorial-optimization
problem [27]. The most general form of the assignment problem is
as follows: a group of workers needs to be assigned to complete a
maximum set of tasks, and for each worker and task, there is a cost
for assigning the worker to the task, e.g., the cost can be the wage
that the worker demands for the task. The problem is to assign each
worker to a task, while minimizing the total cost. We can reduce
our sign mapping problem to an assignment problem if we replace
workers by signs and tasks by referents. But our goal now is to
maximize guessability instead of minimizing a cost.

In the most typical instance of the assignment problem, it is
required to assign at most one worker per task and at most one
task per worker. A well-known algorithm that solves this problem
is the Hungarian algorithm [21]. The time complexity of the latest
versions of the algorithm is𝑂 (a3), where a refers to the number of
vertices in the assignment bipartite graph.
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Table 1: Guessability scores (%) for sign the mappings pro-
duced by three sign mappers: the mode mapper that does
not deal with conflicts, the heuristic of Wobbrock et al. [45],
and the Hungarian algorithm [21].

Conflict-Free
Gesture Elicitation Studies Mode Heuristic Hungarian
PaperPhone Gestures (Part 3) [22] 50.0 22.0 22.0
Métamorphe Key Shortcuts [3] 28.3 27.9 27.9
Signle-Hand Micro-Gestures [7] 38.0 17.7 17.9
On-Skin Gestures (Modality) [44] 48.4 12.8 13.0

In the context of gesture elicitation, the Hungarian algorithm
addresses the common design constraint where at most one sign
per referent and at most one referent per sign can be assigned. To
apply the algorithm, we first need to turn frequencies in the elicited
contingency table into costs by taking their opposite (negative)
values. For example, if we use the algorithm for the study in Figure 2,
it will return the optimal solution shown in blue.

Table 1 presents the percent guessability scores for the results of
four past gesture elicitation studies. For Métamorphe’s key short-
cuts [3], we assess guessability for combined signs that describe
both the key and the gesture of a performed shortcut. For on-
skin gestures [44], we ignore the body part and only consider the
signs that characterize the input modality, following the analysis
of Tsandilas [38]. The mode mapper results in higher guessability
scores since it does not deal with sign conflicts. Interestingly, dif-
ferences in guessability scores between the heuristic of Wobbrock
et al. [45] and the Hungarian algorithm are negligible for these
datasets. In Section 6, we assess the outcome of the two mappers
with simulated data, where we confirm that substantial differences
between the guessability results of the two mappers (as in Figure 2)
are statistically rare. Such results are good news for studies that
have used the sub-optimal heuristic in the past.

4.3 Adding Custom Design Constraints
If we can group signs together, the assignment problem becomes
more difficult since the space of possible solutions becomes larger.
We can express such problems as integer programs [27, 36] – they
can be understood as linear optimization problems with the addi-
tional requirement that all variables are integers.

In our case, all variables are binary: a variable 𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1} desig-
nates whether or not the sign 𝜎 𝑗 is mapped to the referent 𝑟𝑖 . If𝑚
is the number of referents and 𝑞 is the number of observed signs,
then we need a total of𝑚 ×𝑞 variables to describe the problem. We
assume that𝑚 < 𝑞 such that there are enough signs for all referents
(if this is not the case, we can easily add dummy signs). Given these
variables, we can now define our objective function as follows:

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝑚∑
𝑖=1

𝑞∑
𝑗=1

𝑛𝑖 𝑗 · 𝑥𝑖 𝑗 (2)

where 𝑛𝑖 𝑗 is the number of occurrences of 𝜎 𝑗 for the referent 𝑟𝑖 .
The above expression maximizes guessability (see Equation 1). We
then describe the optimization constraints. A first set of constraints
ensures that each sign is mapped to at most one referent:

𝑚∑
𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ≤ 1,∀𝑗 = 1..𝑞 (3)

This equation defines a total of 𝑞 linear relationships.
We also need to describe constraints on the number of signs

per referent. We proceed in two steps. First, we ensure that each
referent is assigned to at least one sign:

𝑞∑
𝑗=1

𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ≥ 1,∀𝑖 = 1..𝑚 (4)

This equation defines a total of𝑚 linear relationships.
Second, we describe the sign grouping constraints. Let 𝑐𝑘 denote

a set of signs that can be grouped together, and let 𝐶 = {𝑐𝑘 | 𝑘 =

1..𝑝} denote the set of all such groups. Likewise, let 𝑐𝑘 be a set of
signs, such that any pair of signs within this set cannot be grouped
together, and let 𝐶 = {𝑐𝑘 | 𝑘 = 1..𝑝 ′} denote the set of all such
groups of illegitimate sign pairings. To better understand this nota-
tion, consider our example in Figure 2 with the extra condition that
the signs 𝑎 and 𝑏 can be grouped together. In this case,𝐶 = {{𝑎, 𝑏}},
since there is a single (𝑝 = 1) legitimate grouping. From this,
we derive𝐶 = {{𝑎, 𝑐}, {𝑎, 𝑑}, {𝑎, 𝑒}, {𝑏, 𝑐}, {𝑏, 𝑑}, {𝑏, 𝑒}, {𝑐, 𝑑}, {𝑐, 𝑒},
{𝑑, 𝑒}}, which describes all (𝑝 ′ = 9) illegitimate pairs of signs.

The following set of constraints ensures that for each 𝑐𝑘 ∈ 𝐶 , at
most one sign can be mapped to each referent:∑

𝜎 𝑗 ∈𝑐𝑘
𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ≤ 1,∀𝑖 = 1..𝑚 and ∀𝑘 = 1..𝑝 ′ (5)

This equation defines a total of𝑚 × 𝑝 ′ linear relationships.
The problem is now fully described by Equations 2 - 5. In sum-

mary, it includes an objective function and 𝑞 +𝑚 × (𝑝 ′ + 1) linear
relationships over𝑚 × 𝑞 binary variables. As long as the number
of signs is greater than the number of referents, there is always a
solution that satisfies all constraints.We can use an integer program-
ming solver such as Google OR-Tools [1] to find an optimal solution.
Our implementation is based on R for Operations Research [35].

4.3.1 Constraint Aggregation. Integer programming is NP-com-
plete. It is a hard problem because many combinations of integer
(binary in our case) values must be tested, while the number of com-
binations can rise exponentially with the size of the problem. The
size of the problem, in turn, depends on the number of variables and
the number of constraints. The general problem of constraint re-
duction in optimization models is known as model aggregation [31].
Although approximate model aggregation methods that provide
close-to-optimal solutions also exist, we are only interested here
in exact methods. In the context of integer programming, such
methods aim to derive an equivalent but easier-to-solve problem
by aggregating the original constraints into one or more surrogate
constraints [17, 31]. Turning back to our problem, our goal is to
derive a minimal number of surrogate constraints for Equation 5
(i.e., minimize 𝑝 ′) and ensure that all instances of our problem can
be solved in reasonable time.

Before we describe an algorithm for this purpose, we provide
some intuition. Consider again the example we presented earlier,
where 𝐶 = {{𝑎, 𝑏}} and 𝐶 = {{𝑎, 𝑐}, {𝑎, 𝑑}, {𝑎, 𝑒}, {𝑏, 𝑐}, {𝑏, 𝑑},
{𝑏, 𝑒}, {𝑐, 𝑑}, {𝑐, 𝑒}, {𝑑, 𝑒}}. How can we reduce the number of
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Figure 3: Constraint aggregation for a sign set with six signs and three legitimate pairs (in green). The algorithm starts with
an initial set (𝐶) of 12 illegitimate sign pairs and aggregates them to a set (𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛) of two groups that correspond to two (𝑝 ′ = 2)
inequality constraints. Notice that a sign may appear in multiple groups.

groupings in 𝐶? A first observation is that some of these pairs
can be merged together. For example, we can merge {𝑎, 𝑐}, {𝑎, 𝑑},
and {𝑐, 𝑑} into {𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑑} and still ensure that no combination of these
three signs can be mapped to the same referent. This constraint
reduction can be described by the following algebraic expression
of logical equivalence:

𝑥𝑎 + 𝑥𝑐 ≤ 1 and 𝑥𝑎 + 𝑥𝑑 ≤ 1 and 𝑥𝑐 + 𝑥𝑑 ≤ 1

⇐⇒ 𝑥𝑎 + 𝑥𝑐 + 𝑥𝑑 ≤ 1
(6)

where 𝑥𝑎 , 𝑥𝑐 , and 𝑥𝑑 are all binary variables. If we continuemerging,
we can eventually reduce the original set 𝐶 to its surrogate set
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 = {{𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑒}, {𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑒}} that contains a minimal number of
sign groups.

Algorithm 1 presents a general solution. It takes as input the set
𝐶 of all legitimate sign pairs. From those, it derives all illegitimate
sign pairs 𝐶 and incrementally merges them. Figure 3 graphically
describes the algorithm’s solution for an additional example. Al-
though Algorithm 1 has a computational cost, it is marginal com-
pared to the cost of solving the optimization problem. In most cases,
a smaller number of constraints results in huge time saving.

Algorithm 1: Constraint aggregation algorithm
input : Elicited sign set 𝑆 and legitimate sign pairs 𝐶
output : Minimal set of illegitimate sign groupings 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛

1 𝐶 ←− pairs(𝑆) − 𝐶; /* Get illegitimate pairs */

2 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 ←− ∅; /* Initialize output */

3 for 𝑐0 ∈ 𝐶 do
4 𝐶 ←− 𝐶 − 𝑐0 ; /* Remove 𝑐0 from 𝐶 */

5 for 𝑐1 ∈ 𝐶 do
6 𝐼 ←− 𝑐0 ∩ 𝑐1 ; /* Intersect 𝑐0 and 𝑐1 */

7 if pairs(𝐼) ∩ 𝐶 = ∅ then
8 𝐶 ←− 𝐶 − 𝑐1; /* If no legitimate pairs

exist, remove 𝑐1 from 𝐶 */

9 𝑐0 ←− 𝐼 ; /* and update 𝑐0 */

10 end
11 end
12 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 ←− 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∪ 𝑐0; /* Add 𝑐0 to 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 */

13 end

4.3.2 Case Study. Weigel et al. [44] conducted a user study to
elicit on-skin gestures for 40 referents. We focus here on a subset
of 33 referents that represent standard commands and variations
and disregard ones that represent emotions. The data classification
process of Weigel et al. [44] considered the on-body location of

gestures (e.g., upper arm, forearm, palm, and fingers) and their
input modality (e.g., "slide" "tap", and "twist"). Combining these two
dimensions to derive an optimal vocabulary can be tricky. If we
only focus on modalities, we miss information about participants’
preferences of gestures’ location in interaction with their modality.
If we instead consider all possible combinations of locations and
modalities, observed signs can be too variable, leading to mappings
of very low guessability.

Alternatively, we can use the full information but relax the way
signs are mapped to referents through custom constraints. For
example, we can define legitimate pairs of signs that share the same
modality but are executed in different yet related parts of the body.
We consider three larger groups of body locations to infer legitimate
pairs of signs: (i) upper parts of the arm and the shoulder, (ii) the
palm and the fingers, and (iii) the wrist and the back of the hand,
with or without fingers. This approach produces 7000 constraints
for Equation 5 but Algorithm 1 reduces this number to 22.

Another design aspect that we want to capture is the fact that the
"slide" modality provides a richer set of possibilities. We focus here
on binary sliding directions (upwards vs. downwards) so we allow
for up to two referents to share the same "slide" sign. To express
this constraint, we change Equation 3 to

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 𝑗 ≤ 2 for all signs

𝑗 for which the input modality is "slide".
If we run the optimization with the original 7000 constraints of

Equation 5, the optimization process does not terminate within any
reasonable time. But our R implementation of constraint aggrega-
tion solves the optimization problem in 36 seconds on a regular
laptop. Table 2 shows the sign mappings for seven representative
referents produced by three alternative approaches: (i) the mode
mapper, (ii) the Hungarian algorithm, and (iii) our custom opti-
mizer with relaxed constraints. The mode mapper results in high
guessability (30.0%) but very low variability. In particular, the
"[forearm]slide" sign is mapped to 22 out of the 33 referents. The
Hungarian algorithm leads to mappings with very low guessability
(11.8%) and little consistency, e.g., Zoom-in and Zoom-out are as-
signed to very different modalities. The custom optimizer provides
a more balanced solution and raises guessability to 15.4%.

5 SAMPLING UNCERTAINTY
The two sets of mappings produced by the two signmappers (heuris-
tic and optimal) in Figure 2 are based on the gestures of 20 partic-
ipants. To what extent are such mappings optimal for the target
user population? What is a sufficient number of participants? Can
we expect that our optimal solution would remain the same if we
elicited gestures from a different sample of participants?
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Table 2: Sign mappings of three optimization approaches for representative referents in the study by Weigel et al. [44]
Rotate Zoom-in Zoom-out Shrink Minimize Undo Redo

Mode [palm]slide [forearm]slide [forearm]slide [forearm]slide [palm]slide [forearm]slide [forearm]slide
Hungarian [forearm]twist [forearm]slide [fingers]push-press [palm]slide [forearm]slide+tap [forearm]slap [upperarm]sheer

Custom [forearm]twist [forearm]slide [forearm]slide [palm]slide [palm|palm+fingers]slide [backhand|wrist]tap [palm|palm+fingers]slide-swipe
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Figure 4: Learning curves for four real gesture elicitation studies. We use the Hungarian algorithm to derive optimal sign
mapping sets and the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method. The last graph illustrates the variance and bias errors.

5.1 Learning-Curve Sampling Method
We treat our problem as a classical machine learning problem,
where the goal is to sufficiently train a classification model in or-
der to optimize a performance score. Certain machine learning
approaches maximize classification accuracy, while others mini-
mize error or loss. Our goal, here, is to sufficiently train a sign
mapper to maximize guessability.

5.1.1 Problem Formulation. Consider the following fictitious sce-
nario. We recruit the full population of target users to participate in
a gesture elicitation study. We use a gesture classification process
𝑓𝐶 to classify gestures into signs and apply an optimal sign mapper
𝑓𝑀 . The mapper produces a sign mapping set 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 with guessability
𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ). Now, suppose we take a random sample of 𝑛 participants
from the above population and apply again the same classification
process 𝑓𝐶 and sign mapper 𝑓𝑀 . The result is a sign mapping set
𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 that is optimal for this specific sample of participants but not
necessarily optimal for the full user population. Thus, 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 is gen-
erally different than 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 . Nevertheless, for a large enough sample
size 𝑛, we expect that it will be identical or close to 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 , or at
least, it will result in a similar guessability score. Since recruiting
participants has a cost, we have to decide about which number of
participants is large enough.

Suppose we evaluate 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 on the full user population. Its popu-
lation guessability score will be 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) ≤ 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) but we expect
it to asymptotically increase as we add more participants. Our goal
is to find a large enough 𝑛 such that the difference from the target
guessability score is below an acceptable error threshold 𝜖𝐺 :

𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) −𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) ≤ 𝜖𝐺 (7)

Unfortunately, neither 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) nor 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) is known. We can
only calculate the sample guessability𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ). The following para-
graphs examine the relationship of these three quantities.

5.1.2 Learning Curves. A common challenge for machine learning
approaches is how to assess whether training has reached its poten-
tial, or whether adding additional training examples can meaning-
fully improve performance. Learning curves are essential tools for
this purpose. A learning curve describes performance as a function

of the sample size of the training data, where typically, performance
approaches some limiting behavior. The idea of a learning-curve
sampling method [23], from which we get inspiration, is "to itera-
tively apply a training algorithm to larger and larger subsets of the
data, until the future expected costs outweigh the future expected
benefits associated with the training" [23]. For gesture elicitation
studies, the goal is to decide whether the cost of recruiting addi-
tional participants outweighs the benefit of expected guessability
improvements.

We explain the method for the four real datasets of Table 1. The
training curve (in light blue) in Figure 4 represents the evolution
of the sample guessability 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) as the number of participants
grows. Since we use the same sample of participants both to train
and to evaluate the sign mapping set 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 , 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) is generally
greater than 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ), which is the population guessability of 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 .
Therefore, training curves tend to overestimate guessability and can
be thought off as rough upper bounds. The score 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ), in turn,
is unknown but we can estimate it with cross-validation methods.
The goal of cross-validation is to test the sign mappings on new
data that were not used for training.

We use the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method [8].
Closely related to the jackknife resampling technique [30], it works
as follows. The learning algorithm is applied once for each instance
of the sample, using all other instances as a training set and the
selected instance as a single-item test set. In our case, each instance
is the data of a different participant, while the learning algorithm
corresponds to the sign mapper. The LOOCV process is especially
appropriate when the sample is small, and the need for accuracy out-
weighs the computational cost of the method. The cross-validation
curves in Figure 4 (in orange) were derived with this method.

5.1.3 Overfitting. Figure 4 shows that as more participants are
added, the training and cross-validation curves approach each other.
In machine learning practice [25], the difference between the two
curves is known as variance error and reflects overfitting, or the
sensitivity of a model to small changes in the training set. In our
case, we expect that variance error will decrease and will eventually
become zero as the number of participants increases. Therefore, a
large but decreasing variance error indicates an inadequate sample
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Figure 5: Summary of our sign-generation approach. In this example, we simulate a gesture elicitation study with 𝑛 = 8
participants and𝑚 = 5 referents. We detail the generation of signs for the third referent 𝑟3.

size. For example, we observe that variance error is large for the first
study [22] (PaperPhone gestures), which includes 10 participants
only. For the second study [7] (single-hand microgestures), the
error is lower but still evolving. Hence, it would seem reasonable
to recruit additional participants.

5.1.4 Underfitting. Another quantity of interest is the difference
between a hypothetical desired performance and the training score,
known as the bias error (see Figure 4). The bias error does not
improve and can further increase with more data. In machine learn-
ing problems, high bias reflects underfitting, i.e., the model does
not capture well the essential parameters of the dataset. In ges-
ture elicitation studies, high bias translates into low guessability
scores. There are many possible reasons for low guessability. In
particular, mappings between the gestural modality of interest and
the referents under investigation may not naturally emerge. For
example, participants may not be able find meaningful associations
between on-skin gestures and standard mobile commands [44]. The
learning-curve sampling method can help us diagnose such prob-
lems early enough and stop wasting participants. Alternatively,
the investigators may decide to refine their gesture classification
process or relax the design constraints given to the signer mapper
to better capture common patterns in a dataset (see Section 4.3).
However, increasing the degrees of freedom in the way distinct
and perhaps loosely related gestures are associated with each other
can lead to overfitting and, therefore, to a higher variance error.
More generally, there is a well-known trade-off between bias and
variance [8, 25].

5.1.5 Computational Modeling. Learning curves are often noisy.
To support their interpretation, we need statistical models that de-
scribe their relationship and the uncertainty of the their behavior
over time. Creating models with analytical methods is difficult so
we follow a computational approach. We rely on Tsandilas’ [38]
probability distributions for modeling consensus among partici-
pants, but we further extend his approach to generate the full sign

matrix of simulated studies from user populations with variable bias
and intrinsic agreement characteristics. Figure 5 summarizes our
method with an example, where we show that we combine three
distinct distributions to generate a sample of sign proposals. The
interested reader can find the details of our method in the appendix
of our supplementary material: https://osf.io/5w6y2.

By varying the parameters of our distribution models, we gener-
ated a dataset (see supplementary material) that reports population
parameters and sample statistics (guessability scores, agreement
statistics, etc.) for a large number of simulated studies. Figure 6
presents three examples. In addition to the training and cross-
validation curves, we show the curves (dashed lines) of the popula-
tion guessability𝐺 computed for both 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 . The bottom
graphs show their difference, where the grey lines represent the
guessability error that we want to minimize (see Equation 7). This
error is unknown but is generally roughly half of the difference
between the training and cross-validation curves. We can predict it
more accurately with models trained on our dataset. The bottom
blue curves in Figure 6 are predictions based on a simple linear
regression model with two only predictors: the difference between
the training and cross-validation scores and 𝑛.

Figure 7 presents two additional examples but we now take
averages over a 100 sampling iterations. We observe that the cross-
validation score is on average very close to𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) and could serve
as its best guess. However, the LOOCV method uses sub-samples of
size 𝑛 − 1 for training, which explains why cross-validation scores
are slightly biased towards lower values when the sample size is
small. For the above examples, we also observe that guessability
improves fast for up to 20 or 25 participants, while recruiting more
than 30 participants does not result in substantial benefits. Section 6
provides additional results in this regard.

5.2 The Uncertainty of Sign Mapping Sets
In addition to guessability scores, we may also want to assess the
uncertainty of the sign mappings themselves. HCI authors have

https://osf.io/5w6y2
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Figure 6: Three examples of simulated studies, where opti-
mization is performed with the Hungarian algorithm. The
left graphs show the true but unknown guessability scores
𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) and 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) (dashed curves), as well as the train-
ing and cross-validation curves (solid curves). The right
graphs show the difference between the training and cross-
validation curves (in green) and the guessability error, both
the predicted (in blue) and the real one (dashed line).

used various ad hoc approaches to express the uncertainty of their
final mappings. Bailly et al. [3], for example, present more than
one key + gesture combinations for some referents to account for
situations for which there is no clear winner. Other authors like
Weigel et al. [44] present a single sign per referent but also report the
frequency of the winning signs. Such methods help better assess the
quality of a proposed sign mapping set with respect to the observed
sign frequencies in the given sample. However, they do not consider
the statistical uncertainty of the sample itself and, by extension,
how this uncertainty affects the results of the optimization process.

As we discussed in Section 4, solving an assignment problem
can be a complex optimization process that is subject to many con-
straints. Depending on the distribution of signs across different
referents as well as the size of the sample, the result of the opti-
mization (i.e., the sign mapping set) can be partly or fully unstable.
Our goal is to provide a systematic method that helps evaluate
the variability of the optimization result and, if necessary, consider
alternative solutions. Table 3 shows an example of how to communi-
cate the variability of optimal sign mappings for Métamorphe’s key
shortcuts [3]. In this example, we reproduce Table 2 of the original
publication [3], but we now use the Hungarian algorithm to find
the optimal sign mapping set. Furthermore, we communicate our
"confidence" about which signs are optimal given the uncertainty
of the sample. For example, one can be confident that for several
commands (referents), such as "Align Top", "Align Bottom", "Align
Right", and "Rotate", the optimal sign would not likely change even
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Figure 7: Learning curves for two simulated populations,
where 𝑚 = 20 referents. For each graph, we show the dis-
tribution parameters we used. We generate sign proposals
from a large population of participants and then re-sample
from this population. The curves are averages over 100 it-
erations calculated for intervals of every five participants.
Optimization is performed with the Hungarian algorithm.

if the full user population participated in the study. For other com-
mands, however, such as "Align Justify", "Shrink", "Move a Little",
and "Play", the optimal sign seems to be extremely variable and
thus largely uncertain.

Our approach for assessing uncertainty relies on the boot-
strap method [12]. The bootstrap is a versatile statistical inference
method that approximates the sampling distribution of a statistic
(e.g., the mean or median) by iteratively resampling the original
sample with replacement. It is commonly used when no analyti-
cal methods exist. The main difficulty for our problem is the fact
that we do not target the sampling distribution of a statistic but
rather the sampling distribution of the discrete solutions of an op-
timization problem. Still, the bootstrap method can be applied in
a similar way but its outcome requires some careful interpreta-
tion. In particular, the bootstrap method assumes that the bootstrap
distribution converges to the correct limit distribution as the size
of the sample increases. This can be hard to prove for arbitrary
optimization problems. Nevertheless, as Wasserman [43] explains,
although there are many cases where the bootstrap "is not formally
justified", the method can be used "in an informal way to get some
intuition of the variability of the procedure" [43]. As a representa-
tive example, Diaconis and Efron [9] have applied the bootstrap
method to visually evaluate the variability of rainfall acidity maps.
In a different application domain, the method has helped assess
the uncertainty in the inference of phylogenetic trees from data
on species [20]. As Holmes points out, the method can serve as
a measure of robustness: "Could a small plausible perturbation of
the data give a different result?" [20]. Likewise, our goal is to assess
the robustness of the optimal sign mappings and evaluate to what
extent we can trust them.

The way we apply the bootstrap method is straightforward. We
randomly resample with replacement from the 𝑛 participants of
the study and create a new sample of size 𝑛 such that the same
participant may appear multiple times in the new sample. We then
run optimization on this sample and derive an optimal set of sign
mappings. We repeat this process a large number of times, and at
the end, we aggregate the optimization results. For each referent,
we obtain a distribution of signs (bootstrap distribution) like in
Table 3. Our hope is that this distribution approximates the sampling
distribution that we would derive if we repeatedly sampled from
the full population of participants. Thus, the frequency of a sign
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Table 3: Communicating the variability of optimal sign mappings for Métamorphe’s key shortcuts [3].

Command Top Keys + Gestures Command Top Keys + Gestures Command Top Keys + Gestures
Align Top A-Away (98%) Save S-Top (100%) Previous P-Left (59%), <-Top (20%), backspace-Left (13%)
Align Bottom A-Towards (96%) Save All S-Pull (31%), S-LR (29%), S-FB (15%), S-Left (12%) Next N-Right (44%), >-Top (26%), >-Right (17%)

Align Left A-Left (100%) Save As S-Right (58%), S-Pull (20%), S-Towards (12%) Task Switch Tab-Left/Right (22%), Tab-CW/CCW (20%),      
W-Top (16%)

Align Middle A-FB (83%), A-Top (13%) Increase Vol V-CW (52%), +-Top (17%), +-CW (14%) Accept Y-Top (43%), enter-Top (39%), A-Top (14%)
Align Right A-Right (100%) Decrease Vol V-CCW (47%), V-Towards (19%), --Top (15%) Reject R-Top (45%), N-Top (34%)

Align Justify A-Pull (40%), J-Right (14%), 
J-Pull (13%), J-Top (11%)

Play spacebar-Top (21%), P-Top (18%), Enter-Top (11%) Help H-Top (49%), H-Pull (23%), ?-Top (14%)

Enlarge  +-Pull (31%), S-CW (13%) Pause spacebar-Top (64%), P-Towards (15%), P-Top (12%) Menu Access menu-Top (95%)
Shrink S-CCW (14%), --Left (11%) Cut X-Top (73%), C-Away (24%) Open O-Top (88%)
Rotate R-CW/CCW (98%) Copy C-Top (91%) Close esc-Top (25%), X-Top (17%), O-Pull (11%)
Move a Little N-directional (26%) Paste V-Top (93%) Zoom In Z-CW (69%), Z-Away (14%)
Move a Lot M-directional (46%) Insert I-Top (81%), I-Towards (16%) Zoom Out Z-CCW (74%), Z-Towards (10%)
Find F-Top (100%) Duplicate D-Top (40%), D-Pull (18%) Pan L-Left (< 10%)
Find Prev F-Left (91%) Undo U-Top (41%), Z-Top (26%), backspace-Left (14%) Maximize M-Pull (48%), +-CW (32%)
Find Next F-Right (92%) Delete backspace-Top (84%), D-Top (15%) Minimize  --CCW (37%), M-Towards (35%), M-Top (10%)

Note: Within parentheses, we show the frequency of each sign in the bootstrap distribution. We only include signs for which frequency is equal or greater
than 10% and highlight (in bold) the best guess based on the available sample. In an informal way, a percentage expresses our "confidence" that the
associated sign would be the optimal one if optimization was performed over the full population of users. Here, we use the Hungarian algorithm for
optimization. Compare this table with Table 2 of the original publication [3].

shown in Table 3 represents the probability that this sign would be
the optimal one if optimization was performed on a random sample
of size 𝑛 drawn from the full user population. By extension, it can
be informally used to express our confidence that a sign is optimal.

Is the approximation of the bootstrap method accurate? For a
large enough sample 𝑛 and a large enough number of bootstrapping
iterations, we expect that the bootstrap distribution will become
close to the unknown sampling distribution. However, proving
convergence can be difficult. In Section 6, we show that we can
achieve good results with as low as 20 to 30 participants and 200
bootstrap samples (for optimization with the Hungarian algorithm).

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We summarize results of a series of experiments that investigate dif-
ferent aspects of our analysis. A detailed report of our methodology
and R code can be found in our supplementary material.
Heuristic vs. Optimal Sign Mappings.We assess the magnitude
of the error of the heuristic of Wobbrock et al. [45] through a large
number of simulated studies. We vary the number of participants
𝑛 = 10, 20, and 30, as well as the number of referents𝑚 = 10, 20,
and 30. For each combination of 𝑛 and𝑚, we consider 11 distribu-
tions (see Figure 5) corresponding to different levels of intrinsic
agreement (from 5% to 30%), and for each, we take 100 random
samples by varying the bias distribution. With this method, we
generate 3 × 3 × 11 × 100 = 9900 unique populations. From each
population, we draw a sample (a unique simulated study) and derive
its sign matrix. For each study, we derive the sign mappings by
using both the optimal (Hungarian algorithm) and the heuristic
approach and calculate their guessability scores𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) and𝐺 (𝜋ℎ).
Then, relative error = 1 −𝐺 (𝜋ℎ)/𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ).

Figure 8a presents the cumulative probability distribution of the
relative error, where a cumulative probability 𝑃𝑐 (𝑥) represents the
proportion of simulated studies for which the error is equal to or
lower than 𝑥 . For the majority (> 50%) of the studies, the heuristic
produces optimal mappings (relative error = 0). Its results improve
as the sample size increases: 95% of the studies have an error of

less than 5.4% for 𝑛 = 10, less than 4.6% for 𝑛 = 20, and less than
4.0% for 𝑛 = 30. Overall, situations like the one in Figure 2 where
the heuristic leads to poor guessability scores are statistically rare.
Guessability Error of Samples. Following the same simulation
approach as above, we assess the evolution of the relative guess-
ability error: relative error = 1 −𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 )/𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ). This is the true
relative guessability error of a sample. For real studies, it is un-
known. Our goal is to empirically assess its distribution to help
researchers estimate the number of participants required for a study.

We summarize our results in Figure 8b. The mean relative error
decreases rapidly until 𝑛 = 20 but is still around 9% for the Hun-
garian algorithm and continues to drop. The trend is similar for the
mode mapper. The error is slightly lower though. Figure 8b also
presents the cumulative probability distribution of the relative error
for 𝑛 = 10, 20, and 30 (Hungarian algorithm only). We observe that
the probability of deriving a suboptimal sign mapping (i.e., with
high error compared to an optimal solution for the full user popu-
lation) can be large for studies with less than 20 participants. To
put these results into perspective, we refer to Villarreal-Narvaez et
al. [41] who report that for 49% of the 212 studies they reviewed,
the number of participants was lower than 20. But even when
𝑛 = 20, for 36% of the studies, the relative error is expected to be
higher than 10%.
Time Costs of Optimization.We also assess the computational
cost of optimization with custom constraints (see Section 4.3) as
the number of constraints increases. We concentrate on studies
with 𝑚 = 30 referents and 𝑛 = 30 participants. We fix the ratio
of legitimate sign pairs to 5% of the total sign pairs and perform
constraint aggregation to minimize the number of constraints. We
use a 13-inch MacBook Pro with a 2.3 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core
i7 processor and 16 GB RAM. The code is written in R based on
Schumacher’s library [35].

Figure 8c plots the time needed to optimize the sign mappings of
55 simulated studies in logarithmic scale. Time increases exponen-
tially with the number of observed signs. For studies with 30 signs,
optimization lasts around 8 seconds. Yet, as the number of signs
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Figure 8: (a) Cumulative probability distributions of the relative guessability error (%) of the heuristic of Wobbrock et al. [45]
in comparison with the optimal solution (Hungarian algorithm). (b) Relative error of 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ) over 𝐺 (𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 ). Left: Evolution of
the error for the Hungarian algorithm and themodemapper. Right: Its cumulative probability distribution for the Hungarian
algorithm. (c) Cost of optimization with custom constraints. We show results for 55 simulated studies (𝑛 = 30 and𝑚 = 30).
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Figure 9: (a) Precision and recall of the bootstrap’s binary
classification of signs (optimal vs. non-optimal) as a func-
tion of the cut-off confidence value used to assign a sign to
a referent (200 bootstrap samples). (b) ROC curves [14].

goes beyond 150, optimization can take several minutes (up to 33
minutes in our experiment). Although such costs are not prohibi-
tive, investigators must carefully consider them, in particular if they
combine optimization with our cross-validation and bootstrapping
methods, since those require a large number of iterations.
The Bootstrap Method. Finally, we evaluate the accuracy of the
bootstrap method (see Section 5.2) with the Hungarian algorithm.
Specifically, we assess howwell a confidence value (e.g., see Table 3)
predicts whether a sign is optimal for a given referent. To this end,
we set a cut-off value, i.e., a threshold, and keep only the signs with
a confidence that is equal to or greater than this value. Then, we
assess the proportion of these signs that are in our ground truth
𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 . This proportion expresses the precision of the method. We
also assess the recall of the method, that is, the proportion of signs
in the ground truth 𝜋𝑜𝑝𝑡 whose confidence is equal to or greater
than the cut-off value. Finally, we conduct a ROC (receiver operating
characteristics) analysis [14] to assess the quality of the binary
classification of signs (optimal vs. non-optimal) as we vary the cut-
off confidence value. We use 200 bootstrap samples to generate
the bootstrap sampling distribution, as we did not observe major
improvements with larger samples.

As shown in Figure 9a, precision is globally higher than the
reference level of cut-off values (grey line) but deteriorates when
𝑛 = 10. For the larger sample sizes (𝑛 = 20 and 𝑛 = 30), caution is
needed for confidence levels greater 95%, e.g., a confidence value
of 100% reflects a true success rate of 97.7%. There is clearly a
tradeoff between precision and recall. However, our results on recall
must be interpreted with care, as they show average performance.

Recall is analogous to the notion of power in traditional experiments.
It does not only depend on the sample size. It also depends on the
magnitude of the effect: the higher the guessability of optimal signs,
the higher their confidence levels become, and the further away
(upwards) recall moves from the diagonal grey line.

Figure 9b presents the ROC curves that illustrate the trade-off
between the true positive rate and the false positive rate. In summary,
generating confidence values with the bootstrap method results in
a good balance between true and false positives, which improves
as the size of the sample increases.

7 DISCUSSION
We end our analysis by discussing some additional issues.
Overfitting Issues when Classifying Gestures. We made the
assumption (see Section 4) that the gesture classification process is
fixed prior to the analysis of the gesture dataset. This assumption,
however, does not hold for some real studies. Chan et al. [7] (single-
hand microgestures), for instance, refined their classification by
inspecting individual gesture instances of the actual study. Would
the authors have opted for the same classification strategy, had they
looked at a subset of the dataset or the gestures from a different sam-
ple of participants? This source of overfitting cannot be captured
by our analysis because we do not know how the authors would
decide to classify gestures for each different subset of participants.
For Figure 4, we use the final sign set to calculate guessability for
the full evolution of the training and the cross-validation curves,
but this approach undervalues the variance error.

In order to best benefit from the tools we described, we encour-
age HCI researchers to specify as many of the details of their gesture
classification process and their design constraints before running
their elicitation study or, at least, before analyzing data. Otherwise,
cross-validation may underestimate overfitting problems. However,
we acknowledge that this may be often hard to achieve in prac-
tice. Subtle design constraints may be hard to formally describe or
anticipate in advance. As a compromise, our approach allows for
testing multiple classification strategies or design constraints at the
same time and comparing their bias and variance trade-offs. The
investigators may also decide to interrupt a study (or analysis) early
enough, e.g., if bias error is high, update their gesture classification
or sign grouping strategy and then restart the process with a new
sample of participants.
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Table 4: Correlation (Pearson’s 𝑟 ) between optimal guess-
ability scores and three agreement indices: agreement rate
(AR) [40], Fleiss’ ^𝐹 [15], and its chance agreement term 𝑝𝑒

𝑚 = 10 referents 𝑚 = 20 referents 𝑚 = 30 referents
𝐴𝑅 ^𝐹 𝑝𝑒 𝐴𝑅 ^𝐹 𝑝𝑒 𝐴𝑅 ^𝐹 𝑝𝑒

.68 .92 −.14 .38 .75 −.46 .22 .64 −.59
Note: Each result is based on 1100 simulated studies with 𝑛 = 30.
The Hungarian algorithm was used for optimization.

Guessability vs. Agreement. A review of a large number of pub-
lications by Villarreal-Narvaez et al. [41] shows that agreement
measures have largely dominated the analysis of gesture elicitation
data. Why do we focus instead on guessability metrics? Agreement,
as formalized by the gesture elicitation literature [38, 40, 45], is a
global analysis measure that does not characterize a specific sign
mapping set. As such, it cannot be used as an objective function.
We align with Tsandilas’ [38] position that agreement indices must
be treated as reliability (rather than optimization) measures. A low
agreement score indicates that sign mappings cannot be trusted,
either because participants do not agree on which sign to assign to
each referent, or simply because their sign assignments are random.

Nonetheless, one would expect that high agreement also results
in high optimal guessability scores. Table 4 shows Pearson’s cor-
relation 𝑟 between the optimal guessability𝐺 (for samples of size
𝑛 = 30) and three agreement indices: the agreement rate 𝐴𝑅 of
Vatavu and Wobbrock [40], Fleiss’ ^𝐹 [15] and its chance agree-
ment term 𝑝𝑒 . For a discussion of the last two indices in the context
of gesture elicitation, please refer to our previous work [38, 39]. A
first observation is that the correlation of the optimal guessability
with Fleiss’ ^𝐹 is clearly stronger than its correlation with 𝐴𝑅. This
result supports our argumentation [38, 39] that chance-corrected
agreement indices better serve the design goals of gesture elici-
tation, since they penalize biases that increase potential conflicts
among referents. Another observation is that chance agreement
negatively correlates with guessability. This correlation becomes
stronger as the number of referents increases, since there is more
competition for popular signs, and conflicts become more frequent.
Design Complexity.We showed how to optimize guessability for
studies with custom design constraints (see Subsection 4.3), but
we did not address the more challenging problem of how to derive
meaningful design constraints. Gesture taxonomies [46] (or ontolo-
gies [29]) can support decisions on how to group similar gestures
together. Unfortunately, they are not always available, or they are
often too broad to deal with the specificities of real design problems.
Solutions will eventually become even more complex if we consider
usability metrics beyond guessability, such as performance and
mnemonics [37], or fatigue [18].

Interaction design is a creative process, and a designer’s experi-
ence and intuition can be difficult to describe with formal objective
functions and constraints. In our view, computational methods are
excellent tools for studying fundamental research questions, such
as: What is the risk of overfitting? What is an appropriate sample
size? However, their strict formalism and added complexity may
be hard to justify in everyday design practice.

8 CONCLUSION
While there is a rich methodology literature to help researchers
understand and characterize data arising from gesture elicitation
studies, the important task of deriving gesture vocabularies from
this data remains largely based on heuristics and ad hoc methods.
We contribute to the existing literature by examining how to derive
optimal gesture vocabularies.

We presented a computational approach for optimizing gesture
vocabularies based on data from gesture elicitation studies. We
expressed this optimization task as a combinatorial assignment
problem that uses guessability as its objective function. We first
showed how to optimally solve themost common formulation of the
problem (one sign per referent) with the Hungarian algorithm [21].
We explained that the heuristic of Wobbrock et al. [45] for mapping
signs to referents is not optimal, but we found that in practice, it
approximates the optimal solution very well. We then extended
the problem to account for custom design constraints, in particular
when groups of signs are mapped to the same referent. For this
instance of the problem, we provided a solution based on integer
programming [27, 36], and suggested an algorithm to reduce its
computational cost.

In contrast with many optimization problems, user interface
optimization based on gesture elicitation uses data from random
samples, adding uncertainty to the optimization outcome. To deal
with this source of uncertainty, we formulated gesture elicitation as
a machine learning problem, where elicited gestures are treated as
training data. Based on cross-validation and learning-curve meth-
ods [8, 23], we explained how to examine the evolution of the
guessability error as the sample size increases, and presented com-
putational tools to help HCI researchers decide when they can stop
collecting data. We provided experimental data about the distri-
bution of the guessability error. Finally, we presented a bootstrap
method [12] that enables researchers to test the robustness of the
sign mappings produced by the optimization process and commu-
nicate the uncertainty of their results. We provide extensive sup-
plementary material that can be used by researchers to replicate,
verify, and extend our results.

One avenue for future work is to use the proposed tools to
develop user interfaces that help HCI researchers and practitioners
interactively customize the optimization parameters of their gesture
design problem and examine the results. This is consistent with
the philosophy of computational interaction whose goal is not to
automate HCI design but to “complement and boost the very human
and essential activity of interaction design” [4]. Future workmay also
examine how the methods we put forward could be applied to other
design problems such as keyboard or GUI layout optimization [2,
5, 28], when the optimal solution is also often based on empirical
data from a small numbers of users.
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